
THE REGENCY DECORATORS OF WORCESTER
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From exciting beginnings in the middle of the eighteenth Flight and Barr Worcester Porcelain', records this difficult pe- 
century, the Worcester factory reached its golden age riod. Continued failure of the blue-printed kiln firings 
around 1775. The quality of its potting and decoration forced Flight to take the major decision to re-direct the 
was more or less unrivalled in this country at a time when factory up-market. Blue and white was abandoned along 
other factories were facing great hardships and bankrupt- with most of the cheapest patterns - copies of Chinese 
cy. Chelsea, Bow, and Longton Hall were finished and Export teawares which could be made just as well by 
Derby only offered serious competition with their vases New Hall and sold for less. Instead they introduced new
and dessert services. Fine quality teawares remained the shapes such as spiral fluted teasets aimed at the more dis-
virtual monopoly of the Worcester concern, thanks to cerning London trade. Patterns did not have to be elab-
the ability of their soaprock body to withstand boiling orate to be elegant. What mattered was the quality of pot- 
liquid. Customers who had grown tired of Chinese ting and delicate enamelling set off by the best gold. Fine 
porcelain had no choice but to patronise the warehouses gilding was vital to the fortunes of the factory and Mrs
of the Worcester factory or the London decorators who Hampton never let Flights lose hold of this,
sold the richest patterns on Worcesters fine wares.

Flights’ fortunes were turned by the unexpected visit of 
Yet even Worcester was unable to withstand the econom- the King. George III came to Worcester for the Music 
ic pressures brought about by a change in public taste. Meeting in 1788 and chose to spend some time looking 
Josiah Wedgwoods skill at marketing meant that the pub- over their factory. The King offered John Flight some 
lie now wanted his Queensware and pottery vases in the much needed advise and more importantly, left behind 
Classical manner. Chinese porcelain had become cheaper a major order for the Queen and himself. His Royal 
and this, combined with inexpensive creamware and Warrant led to other highly important commissions, in 
pearhvare dinner services, took away a large part of the particular the amorial service made in 1789 for Prince 
‘bread and butter’ custom from the bigger porcelain mak- William Henry, richly emblazoned with the Royal Arms 
ers. Staffordshire porcelain, typified by New Hall, pro- and heavily gilded. The service was much admired when 
vided an economical alternative to Chinese, leaving put on show in London.
Worcester suddenly struggling as recession took hold.
Their cheaper sets just were not cheap enough and Gilding alone was not enough. Derby suddenly changed 
Worcester blue and white had slipped so far behind in its direction in the same way as Worcester and tried to 
quality that the public much preferred Caughley or real corner the British market in rich cabinet porcelain. They 
Nankin China imported in even greater quantities. employed artists to paint in a new individual way and 

threatened to leave Worcester far behind. Flight had to 
As the 1780’s took hold, Flight and Company at find painters and sent word to his brother in London.
Worcester were dealt their most devasting blow. The John Flight recorded in his diary' for 12 July 1789... ‘My
Chamberlain family who had been responsible for super- brother has extended into an agreement with Penning-
vising all of the decorating processes at the factory' sud- ton, a very clever painter in London. We heard he was
denly left and established their own rival factory in engaged to Chamberlain and this made us first wish to
Worcester. Supplied by Thomas Turner with an endless have him. Chamberlain had applied to him but he pre
supply of white Caughley porcelain, the Chamberlains’ ferred our offer. I expect him of Tuesday.'-’ 
took with them much of Flights’ custom and goodwill,
not to mention many of the best trained hands. The result John Pennington had, it is believed, been working for
was near bankruptcy, saved only by the managing skills Wedgwood in London. His speciality was painting in
of the young John Flight and a Mrs Hampton who monochrome and Flight used this to great effect when
helped to re-build the decorating department and teach combined with their deep underglaze blue borders and
new gilders the many secrets which had been lost through bright gold. The Kings portrait by Pennington on a few

special presentation pieces may have been influential in 
attracting a vitally important order for the factory in 

John Flights diary, referred to at length in my fathers 1792. Derby and Worcester both tendered for a large

the Chamberlains' departure.
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1. Ryjftf: A plate from the Duke of Clarence Service painted by John Pennington with a representation of'Hope and Patience', 25cm, 
marked Flight with a crown and crescent, 1792.
Left- The celebrated Nelson plate painted by Thomas Baxter on Coalport porcelain, 24cm., signed T Baxter 1806 (Phillips).

dessert service to be made once again for Prince William artistic training in London where his family moved in 
Henry, the Duke of Clarence. Both factories sent samples 1797. The young Thomas learned the skills of china 
but the Duke chose Worcester, favouring a design in their painting from his father at their decorating workshop off 
distinctive sepia within blue and gold. The service cost Fleet Street where French, Chinese and Coalport blanks 
£700 and had to be ready in one year. It must have kept were decorated in the latest French styles. Yet it was the 
John Pennington enormously busy, each piece with a Royal Academy school and in particular the teaching of 
large panel of a maiden representing ‘Hope and Patience’ the eccentric genius Henry Fuselli which was to influ

ence Thomas Baxter above all else. Baxter joined the 
Academy school at the age of eighteen and exhibited his 

Pennington s monochrome painting from the 1790 s is work at the Academy every year for thirteen years up un
easily recognised, yet his later work is virtually unknown, til his death.
Richard William Binns, writing in the 1860’s tells us ..

(% 1).

i

J
In 1811 he exhibited the famous watercolour which now

‘John Pennington was employed by the firm, who hangs in the Ceramics gallery in the Victoria and Albert 
always had a high respect for him, for the long period museum. This shows the interior of the Baxter family 
of more than half a century. He was a man of consid- workshop and Thomas Baxter junior is shown supervis- 
erable ability, and had a strong love for the art he pro- ing odier hands. The majority of the white porcelain dec- 
fessed. He was diffident and modest to a great degree, orated there was Coalport and we are indeed fortunate 
and totally unfitted to make his way in a busy world, that so many signed pieces survive as these enable us to 
or to advance his interest in the higher circles of easily recognise many styles unique to this workshop, 
society.’3

/

I

IThomas Baxter could try his hand at almost any subject 
This modest man never signed his work, with the result but he was primarily a figure painter. Many of his pieces 
that most of his figure painting in colours is now mas- depicted Classical themes as, in his own words, ‘it is to 
querading as the work of the great publicist, Thomas the Greeks that we owe nearly all that is elegant or dig- 
Baxter. The service made for the Earl of Plymouth with nified in art’4. Many popular illustrations of Grecian ladies 
most remarkable paintings of figures in exotic foreign cos- seen around 1800 are said to represent Lady Hamilton, 
tumes, dates from 1808-1810, before Baxter joined the a fact which set me off on a fascinating quest, 
factory and therefore should be by John Pennington. He 
clearly deserves much greater recognition.

j

I
!

When Emma Hamilton lived with her husband in 
Naples, for the amusement of visitors she used to dress 

Thomas Baxter was born in Worcester but received his up as figures from Sir William Hamilton’s collection of

'
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3. Thomas Baxter: a sketch of Lady Hamilton unveiling a bust of 
Nelson, drawn at Merton and used as the inspiration for the Nelson
Plate (National Maritime Museum, Greenwich).

Charlotte Nelson, holding a covered cup and there are 
two other sketches of vases in the margin (fig. 2). All can 
be recognised as Coalport shapes and are presumably 
pieces painted by Baxter which he would have brought 
with him, perhaps as a gift to Emma. I would dearly love 

ancient Greek vases, adopting the graceful poses which to know where these are now. 
she called her ‘Attitudes’. Arrists such as Romney painted
her in these attitudes and Baxter was certainly not alone When I saw one simple sketch of Lady Hamilton in this
in copying some of these famous poses onto porcelain, album for the first time recendy, my heart skipped a beat.
It is believed that Nelson bought a set of vases by Baxter It was the final link I had been seeking in a detective story
for the home he shared with Emma Hamilton at Merton which began when I was asked to sell a Coalport plate
and this led to Baxter being invited to Merton to paint, at Phillips nine years ago. Its significance was unrecog-
I have traced no evidence yet about these actual vases but nised although I did not have to look too hard for die sig-
we know that Thomas Baxter did indeed spend some nature T Baxter 1806. It depicts Britannia unveiling a
rime as Emma’s guest at Merton while Nelson was away bust of Nelson and four border panels show scenes from

his major batdes and his death at Trafalgar. I felt sure the 
face of Britannia was too close to portraits of Emma to 

Preserved in the library of the National Maritime be pure coincidence. Here in the Maritime Museum 
Museum is a fascinating album of drawings by Thomas sketch was Baxters original idea, preserved through the 
Baxter, many dated either 1802, 1803 or 1804\ They Nelson family (fig. 3). 
range from quick pen and ink and pencil sketches of Lady
Hamilton, her daughter Horatia and other guests at The plate itself must have been important to Thomas
Merton, to finished watercolours of parts of the house Baxter as he placed it proudly in the foreground of the .
and grounds. It is tempting to see in these watercolours watercolour of his workshop painted in 1810. The plate
many similarities to Baxters work on porcelain, but there was bought at Phillips’ sale by the Victoria and Albert
are amongst them two more direct links which I have Museum and it can now be seen alongside the water-
chosen to reproduce here. One shows Nelson’s niece, colour. Maybe now the sketch can join them and com-

2. Thomas Baxter: a sketch of Charlotte Nelson holding presentation 
porcelain; the shapes can all be identified as Coalport (National 
Maritime Museum, Greenwich).

at sea.
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flower painting. They also exhibit one of the Sarah 
Siddons plates where Baxter carefully copied Reynold’s 
painring of the Tragic Muse (known to have sold in 1816 
for fifty guineas to the Marquis of Stafford). Plates from 
the services made for Lord Valentia and the Nabob of 
Oude are well documented by Binns and others as by 
Baxter and these are remarkable works. From these I can 
feel sure that certain large icepails in the Worcester mu
seum are undoubtedly by Baxter and these pieces link 
with some of his painting on Welsh porcelain. For in 
1816 Baxter left Worcester for the quiet town of Swansea 
where he seems to have lived very humbly and felt even 
more isolated from the artistic life he used to know in 
London. With little work at the Swansea China Works 
and unable to live as a portrait painter, he returned to 
Worcester once again in 1819, this time joining 
Chamberlains.

\ «

4. A Plaque of Coalport porcelain painted by Enoch Doe after an 
original by Thomas Baxter, fully documented on the reverse, 
34.5cm x 43cm, impressed Coalbrookdale mark, c.1815 (Phillips).

Following his return he wrote to the artist B.R. Haydon 
plete the story of an intriguing friendship between a concerning an article about Barr, Flight and Barr which

had appeared in the Annals of the Fine Arts including praise 
for a plate ‘with a miniature copy of Mrs Siddons as the 

Returning to Thomas Baxter and his connection with Tragic muse which would grace the cabinet of a prince’. 
Worcester, it seems that the air of London seriously af- Baxter complained to his old friend .... 
fected his health. He painted less and eventually in 1814 
he was forced to leave London for the clean air of 
Worcester. He bought a house in Edgar Street just a 
stone’s throw from the Cathedral and close to the two 
great china factories. Here he established a china painting 
school of his own. One of his pupils, the figure painter 
Solomon Cole recorded that among his other pupils were 
Samuel Astles and Moses Webster (flowers), Thomas 
Lowe (figures), William and Enoch Doe (various subjects) 
and John Pitman (Animals).

young artist and his patron.

‘Five year’s banishment from all that is great (ie Lond- 
don) has rather increased if possible my love of the 
arts. My health of body is very much better for 
my removal. I cannot say much for my mind as I 
am employed here on little things and the “little and 
pretttier” the dear little things and the dearer they are 
the better.. .’7

Baxter goes on to mention the previous article and crit
icizes the praise afforded to Flights.

Baxter was a very fine teacher and it is not difficult to see 
his influence in the work of any of these pupils when they 
can be identified. 1 have illustrated a plaque of Coalport 
porcelain which, when I was first shown it, I swore had 
to be by Baxter as it contained so many of his mannerisms 
(fig. 4). Instead it is inscribed on the reverse ‘Painted by 
E Doe . .. Worcester, from the original painting by T.
Baxter. In the possession of R Lawrence Esq.’ I had not 
appreciated until I sold this plaque just how fine Enoch 
Doe’s work could be, but more importantly it brought 
home to me the danger of attributing unsigned china All of the pieces known with certainty to be by Baxter 
painting. How close did the other pupils come to emu- are marked Flight, Barr and Barr. It should be remem-
lating the work of their teacher? I had long felt that too bered that he came to Worcester apparently in 1814, after
much Worcester porcelain was attributed to Thomas the name change. Any piece with a Barr, Flight and Barr
Baxter who only painted for Messrs Barr, Flight and Barr mark should not be by Thomas Baxter (I suggest John
for three years at the same time as running his school. Pennington should be considered for most of these pieces 
How then to tell his work apart?

‘The two plates which are noticed are my painting, 
and their figure painting is now done by a pupil 
of mine named Lowe. It is not very likely that I 
will paint anything more for them, as the people I am 
now engaged with (ie Chamberlain) are more liberal 
minded and would be much more likely to bring for 
ward what is good if there was a choice of encourage 
ment ....’

which need to be re-attributed). Sadly Thomas Baxter 
was at Chamberlains for only two years, for his untimely 

First, I have studied certain pieces which are undoubtedly death came in 1821. Who, therefore, painted all of the
by Thomas Baxter. In the Dyson Perrins Museum there shells, all of the feathers, far too many pieces to possibly 
is a signed mug with a self portrait in silhouette and fine be by Baxter? Let us look at the different subects which
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occur and try to suggest some more likely attributions.
Many vital clues are contained in the account given to 
William Chaffers by Solomon Cole". Although it records 
the artists who worked for Barr, Flight and Barr in 1819, 
it was written in the 1870 s when Cole was a very old p 
man and so has to be regarded with some degree of cau- p: 
tion. Cole wrote ...

t'

;;

‘At the same time that Thomas Baxter was engaged /( 
in painting Classical figure subjects.. .John Penning- ^ 
ton was devoting his talent to rustic figures, while xa 
Samuel Astles and Henry Stinton were painting c 
groups of flowers. There were also flower painters sub- ?i 
ordinate to them. Then there were also Messrs. 5. A detail ofa plate painted by a distinctive hand, possibly that of John 
Thomas Rogers, John Barker and John Smith painring 
landscapes. Barker excelled in painting shells . . . ;
William Doe painted natural birds, feathers, insects 
etc.; Charles Srinton painted Fancy Birds etc.; Thomas 
Crowther painted flowers; The celebrated bird painter 
George Davis, usually called Dr. Davis, added his 
brilliant colouring in the rich plumage of his birds.’

Barker. Note the weed formed into tiny clumps.

Solomon Cole tells us that he was himself a figure painter 
along with Thomas Lowe, and among the other pupils 
of Thomas Baxter were Moses Webster who painted 
flowers and John Pitman who did animals. This then is 
virtually the complete record we have of these artists and 
their subjects. The difficulty is that only a handful of 
signed pieces are known to back up Cole’s list. Early col
lectors read these descriptions and assumed that all shells 
will be by Barker (or Baxter of course), all feathers by 
William Doe, animals by Pitman and all Fancy Birds by 
Dr. Davis.

Here we start finding many problems. Dr. Davis, for in
stance, had joined Chamberlains in the 1790 s and is 
known to have painted the sendee for Princess Charlotte 
while at Chamberlains in 1816. He seems to have worked 
mostly for Chamberlains and was only at Flights for a 
short rime, probably around 181T. Therefore most of the 
Fancy Birds on Flight wares will be by Charles Stinton. 
A painter like Enoch Doe could have been quite capable 
of putting animals or figures in his landscapes and Samuel 
Smith, who Cole failed to mention, we now know to 
have been one of the most important shell and landscape 
painters at the factor)' (fig. 8).

Much more helpful in attributing artist’s work is the early 
catalogue of the Royal Porcelain Works Museum by 
R.W. Binns"’. Arriving at the factor)' in 1851 he wall have 
known many of the older artists personally and inherited 
the work’s own collection of the finest pieces complete 
with attributions. Thus we can believe that when Binns 
referred to a landscape plate (still in the museum collec
tion today) as by Thomas Rogers then this is pretty well 6. A detail of the shell panel on a jug signed by Samuel Smith. Note 
certain. the even and gentle dendritic weed.
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7. A detail of a panel on a Flight, Barr and Barr cup by Thomas Baxter. 
The shells arc set in a landscape with the stippled ground usually 
favoured by Baxter.

Binns is not necessarily foolproof, though, as there are a 
series of plates with flowers which he attributes both to 
Henry Stinton and Samuel Astles. These survive and I 
cannot tell them apart in any way. Samuel Astles can be 
recognised from a small number of the most magnificent 
plaques which are signed by him". These are distinctive 
as the dark backgrounds behind his plaques are broken 
up by a texture caused by stabbing at the thick enamels. 
1 have seen this on a few vases but most flower painting 
is on plain grounds without any texturing, and therefore 
not at all distinctive.

8. A Barr, Flight and Barr jug and goblet signed by Samuel Smith and 
dated 1807, the jug 17cm, incised B and red script mark; rare 
signed pieces such as these are vital in attributing this artists work 
(Phillips).

One area where I believe it is possible to make some firm 
attributions is the painting of shells for which Flights fac
tor)' is justly famous. Thomas Baxter did do some very 
rare signed shell painting in London and the magnificent 
series of icepails at Worcester include shell panels. Baxter 
was virtually the only artist early collectors had heard of 
and it became standard to attribute any shell painting, 
wether on Chamberlain or Flight wares, to Thomas 
Baxter. This myth was partly exploded by my father’s 
book, but by making collectors aware of John Barker, 
suddenly every shell became attributed to him. Since 
then, a discovery of a group of signed pieces has thrown 
the whole debate open again.

ent shell paintings closely. I photographed these in minute 
detail and looked particularly at the background behind 
the shells. 1 noticed that they fell into distinctive groups, 
each representing, I believe, a different painter.

Thomas Baxter is the easiest to recognise. First, he was 
only at the factory in the Barr, Flight and Barr period. 
A cabaret set bought by Messrs Graham and Oxley 
Antiques was painted with many different subjects by 
Baxter but the shell panels were titled on the reverse 
‘Shells from Nature’. They are placed in groups on sand 
with sea and sky beyond, or on a marble table with depth 
and a background behind. No other shell painter seems 
to have done this. Also, the stipple painting of Baxter, 
skilled as a miniaturist, can be seen in all his work at this 
period. It is as unmistable as it is rare (fig. 7).

The Dyson Perrins Museum was given by a descedant 
of the artist a small group of pieces signed by Samuel 
Smith while from the same source Geoffrey Godden pur
chased a sketch book which reveals just how fine a land
scape painter he was. Six signed pieces of Smith’s shell 
painting are now known, including a jug and goblet dated 
1807 which was sold at Phillips last year (fig. 8). In 

January 19901 catalogued for sale the remarkable collec
tion of shell-decorated ceramics formed by Colin Harper, 
some two thousand pieces including many Flight factory 
pieces'2. This gave me an opportunity to compare differ-

The large range of shell paintings with shaded brown 
grounds fall into two principal groups, with several others 
far inferior. The signed work of Samuel Smith is the start
ing point here. I look for the weed which surrounds the 
shells. Smith paints the dendritic filaments with enor
mous care, very evenly, the weed spreading out like a 
tree’s fine branches without its leaves, reminding me as
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great many pieces in a year at Worcester, yet where are 
these pieces? Strangely, hardly any exist today (fig. 9).

The cup and saucer illustrated here is so close to Derby 
wares in its treatment and composition that I firmly be
lieve it is by Billingsley. It is marked Barr, Flight and Barr. 
Maybe much of his time was taken up teaching others 
for the number of pieces I can ascribe in this way is piti
fully small. No flower painter could work in a factory 
alongside such a genius and not be influenced. Stinton 
and Astles and Crowther and their subordinates will, I feel 
sure, have learnt many of their ‘Billingsley-like’ manner
isms seen in Worcester painting from the great man him
self. Thus the painting style of the factory developed, and 
the job of attributing became the difficult task we face 
today.9. A Barr. Flight and Barr cup and saucer painted by William 

Billingsley in the style more associated with his work on Derby, 
impressed and printed marks, 1808-1810 (Phillips).

a ceramic historian of the delicate trees on mocha ware 
(fig. 6). The other largest group of paintings includes 
similar weed but the filaments are less dentritic, their tips 
forming into little clusters of ovals (fig. 5). There are no 
signed pieces to identify this group, but it would seem 
sensible to assume that these pieces are by John Barker. 
I must stress, though, that this is only an assumption based 
on the name given in Solomon Coles account very much 
later on. I believe I have recognised the work of one 
painter, his name has to remain a speculation.
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Much more work is needed to fully understand and con
firm these attributions. It is impossible to illustrate many 
examples here in the space available, but I hope my point
ers will enable others to look at pieces in their collections 
and I would love to hear from owners of pieces which 
might help to confirm or indeed disprove by attributions.

I would like to conclude by considering the role played 
by the most important flower painter of all who passed 
through Worcester during the Barr, Flight and Barr pe
riod. William Billingsley arrived in Worcester in October 
1808 with his two daughters and Samuel Walker, all des
perate for work. Sarah Billingsley wrote to her mother 
that they were taken on ‘at not any more at present than 
the common hands’1'. They were to remain there for five 
years. In November 1812 Billingsley and Walker were 
bound by contract to protect for Flights the improve
ments to the porcelain body they had been paid for in the 
course of the last three years14. So Billingsley had probably 
worked for at least a year as a painter before starting on 
the new body and during the four subsequent years he 
surely painted from time to time. Fie was a most prolific 
painter and at Derby he claimed to have painted a spray 
of six fine large roses with twelve buds and delicate leaf 
foliage in just one hour1'. He ought to have produced a
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